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Abstract: Drop impacts (onto dry or wet surfaces or into deep pools) are important in a wide range
of applications, and, consequently, many studies, both experimental and numerical, are available in
the literature. However, such works are focused either on statistical analyses of drop populations
or on single drops. The literature is heavily lacking in information about the mutual interactions
between a few drops during the impact. This work describes a computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
study on the impact of two, three, and four synchronized drops into a deep pool. The two-phase
finite-volume solver interFoam of the open source CFD package OpenFOAM® was used. After
validation with respect to high speed videos, to confirm the performance of the solver in this field,
impact conditions and aspects that would have been difficult to obtain and to study in experiments
were investigated: namely, the energy conversion during the crater evolution, the effect of varying
drop interspace and surface tension, and multiple drop impacts. The results show the very significant
effect of these aspects. This implies that an extension of the results of single-drop, distilled-water
laboratory experiments to real applications may not be reliable.
Keywords: multiple drop impact; computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation; volume-of-fluid;
OpenFOAM; crater dimensions; vorticity
1. Introduction
A large number of phenomena, both of natural and technological interest, involve the interaction
between one or—much more commonly—many liquid drops and a solid surface or a gas-liquid
interface. This interaction may be mechanical, thermal, or chemical, and it usually starts with an impact
of the drop onto the surface or interface. The impact velocity may be low or high, normal or oblique,
and in most cases, a series of drops impact the surface at the same time or nearly simultaneously.
For example, this happens in internal combustion engines, firefighting systems, surface cooling,
or painting by sprays, pesticide deposition in agriculture, pollution and microbial transport in air
and water, forensic analysis of blood stains, and rain effects on planes, wind turbines, and buildings.
This, therefore, demonstrates the importance of a deep understanding of this phenomenon, which
is still not fully understood despite its apparent simplicity and more than a century of investigation.
In particular, many studies can be found in the literature about:
• The impact of a single drop onto dry solid surfaces, onto surfaces wetted by a liquid film, and onto
gas-liquid interfaces alone in deep pools;
• The behavior of sprays, where the multitude of drops in the spray are considered in statistical
terms, mainly with empirical models.
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Detailed introductory information and reviews can be found in [1–5]. On impacts into deep pools,
the work by Cole [6] is a specifically valuable reference. On the contrary, studies are quite scarce about
the intermediate step, i.e., the outcomes of the combined impact of more than one drop in parallel
(with simultaneous or delayed impacts) [7–10] or in a series [11–13].
As it may involve solid, one, or more liquids, and a surrounding gas, drop impact is a multiphase
fluid mechanics problem, where inertial, viscous, and capillary forces merge their effects. It may also
become a multi-physics problem in the case of heat or mass transfer, or chemical reactions may play a
significant role (e.g., for hot or cold drops or surfaces or for drops impacting onto a chemically different
liquid, for reactive wetting). Therefore, a rigorous model of the phenomenon can theoretically be
created, but its analytical solution is not viable. Consequently, very simplified models and experiments
have been the primary method of investigation for a long time. In recent years, the increase in the power
of calculus has also made computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations feasible. Many remarkable
studies were developed (e.g., [14–18]) using different approaches, ranging from the most used Eulerian
models in finite volume or finite element frameworks, to Lattice Boltzmann and molecular dynamic
simulations. Commercial, open-source, and in-house software packages were used. Specifically,
the Volume-of-Fluid [19] approach is one of the most used algorithms, even though other techniques
were also developed, e.g., Level-Set [20], markers [21], combined models [22–26], and (as already
noted) Lattice Boltzmann [27,28] and molecular dynamics simulations (for nanodrops) [29].
In this study, CFD was used to investigate the outcomes of double and multiple synchronized drop
impacts into a deep pool with the same temperature as the drops. The numerical campaign consisted
of two steps: the first for validation, with simulations carried out to replicate experimental conditions
that had been previously investigated by means of high-speed video acquisitions, and the second, to
simulate conditions that would have been difficult to obtain in experiments. Energy conversion during
the crater evolution and the effects of varying drop interspace and surface tension and multiple drop
impacts were investigated. For the first phase, the agreement between simulations and experiments
was satisfactory, particularly for some impact conditions. The results of the second phase evidenced the
very significant effect of the investigated aspects. This outcome implies that an extension of the results
from single-drop, distilled-water laboratory experiments to real applications may not be reliable.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup
The experimental set-up and procedures, including uncertainty analysis of the main parameters,
were described in detail in a previous paper [10], so they will be only briefly summarized here.
A thorough analysis of the experimental data against which the simulation results will be validated is
available in the same paper. Drop impact experiments were performed by high-speed visualization
with continuous back-light illumination. Millimeter-size deionized water droplets were produced with
an on-demand droplet generator [7], which allows the synchronous detaching of two drops of equal size.
Falling drops are accelerated by gravity, and during their free fall, they are detected by a light sensor,
triggering the high-speed (1000 fps) charge-coupled device (CCD) camera acquisitions. Then, the drops
impact the pool, which is contained in a cubic box with a side length of 40 mm. The pool depth is
one order of magnitude larger than the drop diameter, to avoid any influence on the studied relevant
part of the crater evolution. The drops are pigmented by a solution with well-known rheological
behavior [30] and with a concentration of 1% in weight, so that the drop water can be distinguished
from the pool water in the high-speed video frames, without significantly affecting the water’s density
and viscosity. For each recorded sequence, the images before drop impact are post-processed by
an algorithm that comprises background subtraction, contrast enhancement, image cleaning, edge
detection using the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) method, and feature detection to determine the drop
section and center of each drop [31]. Using consecutive images coupled with the camera acquisition
rate and the pixel-to-meter conversion factor, the diameter and velocity of the impinging droplets can
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be evaluated with an accuracy of ±0.03 mm and ±0.02 m/s, respectively. The drop sphericity S is also
calculated for each falling drop, defined here as the aspect ratio of the vertical to horizontal axis (thus,
S > 1 represents a prolate-shaped and S < 1 represents an oblate-shaped drop) before the instant of
impact, and assuming a rotational symmetry around the vertical axis. The sphericity of the falling
drops before impact is crucial for obtaining accurate and repeatable experimental results, as sphericity
heavily affects crater dimensions and impact-generated vorticity [32–35]. Another critical aspect is
the oscillation mode of the drop at the instant of impact [36,37]. The experiments were performed
at ambient pressure, with the temperature of the pool equal to 30 ± 1 ◦C and the temperature of
the drops equal to 27 ± 1 ◦C. The investigated experimental conditions in terms of drop diameter D,
inter-drop distance L0, and impact velocity w are summarized in Table 1, along with the values of the
dimensionless groups typically used for drop impact characterization.
Table 1. Investigated conditions.
Case D (mm) w (m/s) L0/D S We Fr
A 2.27 1.0 2.0 0.97 32 45
B 2.29 1.4 2.0 0.97 63 87
C 2.32 2.0 2.0 0.98 130 176
D: drop diameter; w: impact velocity, L0: inter-drop distance; S: drop sphericity; We: Weber number ρDw2/σ; Fr:
Froude number w2/(gD), where ρ density, σ surface tension, g gravity.
2.2. Numerical Simulations
Concerning the numerical setup, simulations were performed using the interFoam solver of
the OpenFOAM® open source CFD toolbox [38]. interFoam is an isothermal finite volume (FV)
solver based on the volume-of-fluid (VOF) method and implementing a model to include surface
tension at the interface [39]. OpenFOAM® was selected due to its free and open source nature and
because of its many favorable reviews [40–43] and successful cases of use, which are described in
the literature [42–48]. The model implemented in interFoam includes the continuity and momentum
equations for a Newtonian and incompressible fluid, whose density and viscosity are calculated on the
basis of an indicator function named volume fraction γ. The latter assumes a value of 0 for one phase,
1 for the other, and between 0 and 1 in the interfacial regions, and it is transported by the fluid velocity
field w. Volume tracking and interface reconstruction (typically as the isosurface at γ = 0.5), with no
explicit interface tracking, is, therefore, performed. The advantage of the VOF method with respect to
the two-fluid models is that a single set of equations must be solved. The expressions of all the used
equations, a discussion of the meaning of the included terms, and further details about the interFoam
solver and models can be found in [47,49,50]. Very promising modified versions of interFoam were
also presented in the literature [48,51], but the source code was not made publicly available, so the
version included in the official OpenFOAM® distribution was used.
As the investigation is at a constant temperature and the impact velocities are low, both phases
were assumed to be incompressible and in laminar motion, in agreement with all the previously cited
papers in this field. For each phase, the values of all the relevant thermophysical properties were
taken at the respective temperatures measured during the experiments. The initial conditions of
the two phases and their positions within the domain were fixed using the setFields OpenFOAM®
utility. The implicit Euler scheme (first-order accurate) was used for the time derivative, as it proved
to offer better results in comparison with the second-order Crank-Nicholson discretization schemes
that were tested during preliminary simulations, selecting different blending factors between 0.5 and
1. The conventional advection term was discretized using Gauss schemes: limited Van Leer for the
volume fraction and limited linear for the velocity. For the latter, variations of the limiter parameter
were tested, but the best results were obtained by keeping it equal to 1. Finally, the OpenFOAM®
specific “interface compression” scheme [52] proved to be the best choice for the discretization of
the compression term. The maximum allowed Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number was 0.3. In
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fact, the solver is allowed to adapt the time step to keep the CFL number under the desired limit,
and the requirement for the interface compression scheme used in interFoam for 3D cases is to limit
it under 0.3 for 3D cases [40,52]. Some volume fraction sub-cycles are also performed to further
improve the accuracy. Three-dimensional simulations were performed within a domain that is a
rectangular cuboid having dimensions 0.015 m × 0.015 m × 0.020 m. This domain represents 1/4 of
the real pool system, as the computational effort was reduced by exploiting two symmetry planes:
the longitudinal plane passing through the two impact points and the transversal plane orthogonal
to the previous one, passing through the midpoint between the impact points [10]. To reduce the
domain height, drops’ detachment from the drop generator and their fall towards the pool surface
were not simulated. The drops were directly initialized as spheres near the free surface of the pool,
with an initial velocity corresponding to the experimental one. This approach has a weakness in
the fact that drop oscillations after the detachment from the needle are not considered. As already
mentioned, drop shape and oscillatory behavior have an important influence on the impact outcomes
(as it was confirmed also by the preliminary simulations described in the following section), but in
the experiments, the drops’ shapes were also nearly spherical, so this approximation seemed to be
acceptable for these cases. The used mesh was a purely structured one, with hexahedral cells and
grading along the axis connecting the drop centers (with a size ratio of 10 between the last and the first
cell) to better capture the thin neck that separates the craters created by neighboring impact drops.
In the other directions, the aspect ratio was fixed to 1 for all the cells. For the simulations involving
three drops with one centered in the origin of the axes, no grading was used, and the mesh resolution
was doubled along both the horizontal axes (x,z).
Domain characteristics, together with the imposed boundary conditions, the initial position of the
interfaces, and the mesh details are summarized in Figure 1.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Validation against Experimental Data
To validate the numerical simulations, crater evolution and drop-formed vortex structures were
compared with those observed by means of high-speed video acquisitions. Details about the latter
can be found in [10]. All these simulations were performed using the properties of distilled water for
the liquid phase. Simulation results were sliced along the longitudinal plane and saved as images
with the same pixel-to-meter ratio of the experimental images, then, the time steps corresponding
to the experimental frames were selected and superposed to the latter. Figures 2 and 3 show the
results, up to time τ = 8 ms for all three investigated cases and for the entire simulated time for cases A
(w = 1.0 m/s) and B (w = 1.4 m/s). This comparison is the most severe in evaluating the agreement, as it
allows a direct visualization of the correspondence between the experimental features of the craters
and the numerical ones. The agreement is very good for all the investigated cases during the inertial
phase of the impact (Figure 2) and for case B during the crater recession (Figure 3, column b). On the
contrary, some significant discrepancies appear during this second phase for case A (Figure 3, column
a). This will be commented on in the following section, when discussing the crater depth profiles.
The results after τ = 8 ms are not shown for case C because, with all the used meshes, the two craters
merge, such that the crater depth is still reproduced well, but the crater shape is substantially altered,
and the agreement is completely lost. With the VOF approach, air regions coming into contact merge
instantaneously because the underlying model is not able to represent retarded coalescence (modified
models would be needed, e.g., see [53]). On the other hand, real-world interfaces may resist even with
direct contact—at least for a certain time—if the pressure of the contacting regions is not too different
(e.g., bouncing bubbles or drops). Thus, in the experiments, the very thin neck between the two crates
in case C is conserved, while in the simulations, a much finer mesh than that used for the simulations
would have been needed to avoid crater contact and merging (OpenFOAM® is very slow in adaptive
remeshing, so this feature could not be exploited).
Different mesh sizes were evaluated to analyze the mesh independence of the solution, which,
for fine details, is always an issue when using the VOF technique. Mesh sizes were varied between
176 kcell and 12.35 Mcell, but meshes under 1 Mcell proved unsuitable because the already mentioned
neck between the craters also disappeared (resulting in a coalescence of the cavities not observed in the
experiments) for cases A and B. Thus, only the finest two meshes (1.4 Mcell and 12.35 Mcell) were
used for the final simulations. For the latter, a good overall mesh independence was found, even if
some details are still captured differently. No mesh is always the most accurate (as can be seen in
Figures 2 and 3 for case B).
The vortices generated by drop impacts—peculiar and different from the single-drop impact
case [10]— were visualized in the experiments by dying the drop water. In this way, the dye highlights
the drop water, distinguishing it from the pool water, and allowing to follow its motion. In the
simulations, this could be accomplished by numerically “dying” the drop water with a passive tracer,
by using a multiphase solver (e.g., multiphaseInterFoam) or simply by tracing the flow streamlines [18].
An example of the latter approach is shown in Figure 4, which includes two pictures referring to case
A at τ = 18 ms. These two images were obtained by tracing streamlines with different origins, thereby
evidencing how the streamline aspect heavily depends on the latter. The complex structure of the
simulated flow streamlines is consistent with the experimental observation of vortex structures in
the same region [10]. This behaviour is also in agreement with the experimental findings by other
authors [54], who showed that after a certain time from the drop impact (for the investigated case, this
time should be around 14 ms) the original azimuthal vorticity is progressively tilted and becomes a
stream-wise vorticity. Despite the validity of this approach, using it to cover all the domain regions
with good resolution would require a very large number of streamlines, such that they would be
difficult to follow. Therefore, another visualization technique was preferred. Pictures showing the
calculated vorticity (the curl of the velocity vector field) on the longitudinal plane were compared with
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the experimental images. Even if the vortex and vorticity are not related in a biunique way (due to
irrotational vortices or vortex parts), vorticity offers a picture of the regions where vortices are most
likely to occur, with a resolution equal to the number of mesh cells. Figure 5 shows the results for
cases A and B. As can be seen, the agreement between simulations and experiments is also good for
regions of high vorticity. The discrepancies are due to the differences in the crater evolution between
the simulations and experiments. These differences influence the motion of the drop water under the
crater itself. In any case, they are not significant enough to undermine the correct identification of the
regions reached by the drop water and its swirling motion.Fluids 2019, 4, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 19 
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In terms of the characteristic dimensions of the drop craters, the crater’s maximum penetration
depth zmax, the maximum crater penetration depth in the transverse plane including the impact point
zc (i.e., parallel to the yz-plane and at a x-coordinate equal to half of the drop interspace [10]), and the
crater penetration depth along the vertical line including the impact point zuip, were measured from
both the experiments and the simulations. In this work, these quantities are always presented in a
dimensionless form, by dividing them by the drop diameter before impact. Therefore, their symbols
are completed by a “dl” subscript in all the following charts. For double drop impacts, these quantities
do not always coincide during the crater evolution (differently from what happens for single drop
impacts). This can be clearly seen, e.g., in Figures 2 and 3. zmax and zc are accessible both to experiments
and simulations, while zuip can be evaluated only by simulation because its measurement requires a
cross-section of the craters (along the xy plane) and not just a side view. Figures 6 and 7 show the values
of these quantities for case A (w = 1.0 m/s) and case B (w = 1.4 m/s) as a function of time. As for all the
charts in this paper, the initial time τ = 0 was fixed at the instant of impact. In the experimental results,
the two craters are not perfectly equal, but their difference is very slight (as can be seen for zmax for case
B in Figure 7). Therefore, only the values for the left crater are shown in Figure 6. More specifically,
Figure 6 reports the results for case A (w = 1.0 m/s), comparing simulations and experiments for the
two values of the water–air surface tension set in the simulations.
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As can be seen in Figure 6, the experimental values are better reproduced when σ = 65 mN/m
(Figure 6 ) instead of σ = 71 mN/m (distilled water l , Figure 6b). This seems reaso able as the dye
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used for the droplet in the experiments [10] contains surfactants, which may cause—despite the very
dilute solution—a reduction in the drop surface tension. For case B, reported in Figure 7, the agreement
is already good for simulations with σ = 71 mN/m. This can be explained by the fact that in case B,
the impact velocity is higher, so the importance of the capillary actions and surface tension is reduced
with respect to case A.
In any case, the overall maximum depth reached by the crater during its evolution—which is one
of the most important quantities because it limits the water layer directly reached by the crater—is
always reproduced very well by the simulations. The deviation when using σ = 71 mN/m is −6.1% for
case A, −1.7% for case B, and −0.14% for case C. The deviation for case A is reduced to −0.68% when
using σ = 65 mN/m. In all cases, the numerical simulation underestimates the experimental value,
with a discrepancy that decreases with an increasing impact velocity. This is again consistent with the
fact that the set surface tension is probably larger than the correct experimental value (thus, the free
surface more strongly opposes pulling).
3.2. Energy Conversion During Impact
After validation, the numerical simulations were used to extract information about some aspects
that would be difficult or very time-consuming to study experimentally. Post-processing of the
numerical results was first carried out to extract the kinetic and surface energies within the domain for
all the simulated time steps. Given the small involved heights, the changes in the potential energy
(of the drop liquid and of the pool liquid displaced by the drop) are minor, so the latter will not be
described. Kinetic energy was calculated for each cell as:
Ek = 1/2 wcell2 [(γ ρwater + (1 − γ) ρair] (1)
where wcell is the velocity magnitude in the cell, ρwater and ρair are the water and air densities, and γ is
the volume fraction. Summation over all cells was then performed to calculate the total Ek over the
whole domain, which, before impact, is obviously equal to the kinetic energy of the drop alone. Surface
energy Es was calculated as the product of the air–water interfacial energy σ (taken at its reference
value for distilled water at the drop temperature, 71 N/m) by the total area of the air–water interface
obtained as the isosurface of the color function γ = 0.5. This value was then decremented by the value
of the total interfacial energy of the undisturbed pool surface, so that a direct comparison between the
interfacial energy of the drop before the impact and the interfacial energy during crater evolution can
be evaluated.
For both kinetic and surface energy, the values extracted from the numerical results at the time
step immediately before impact were compared with the theoretical predictions for drops of known
diameters and velocities to check their correctness and reliability. The average deviation was 0.78%
for kinetic energy and 1.31% for surface energy, which was considered satisfactory. Figure 8 shows
the results for both the double drop impacts and the corresponding (i.e., with same impact velocity)
single drop impact, after normalization of the values with respect to the kinetic energy and the surface
energy immediately before the impact. The time evolution of the two energy contributions appears
consistent with the experimentally observed behavior and with each other. When kinetic energy
increases, surface energy decreases, and vice versa. Surface energy decreases during the first instants
after impact because the drop coalesces with the pool (so a part of the drop and the pool’s external
surfaces are merged, with a consequent reduction in the total interface area), but the crater is not
formed yet. The profiles also show a very regular evolution for impact velocity. The most interesting
outcome is that the evolutions for single and double impacts are extremely similar, even if minor
differences are obviously present due to the more complex evolution of the crater shape in double drop
cases (e.g., causing the mutual intersections between the curves). This suggests that the latter has only
a minor influence on energy conversion during the crater’s expansion and recession.
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3.3. Sensitivity Analysis on Surface Tension
As water is easily contaminated, particularly in real applications, its surface energy may be quite
different from the distilled water case. Given the observed influence of σ on the results, a sensitivity
analysis was carried out on its value. Case B (w = 1.4 m/s) was selected as a reference case, changing
only the surface tension value. It can be expected that larger surface tension values cause a more
significant influence of the capillary action and thus a higher internal pressure within the original
drop and a “tenser” pool interface. As can be observed from Figure 9, the trend of the inertial phase,
in which the crater is expanding, is influenced only slightly by the water surface tension. The maximum
expansion of the crater is reduced when the surface tension is larger (meaning that the tensing effect
dominates with respect to the larger capillary pressure in the drop). The receding phase is heavily
changed, and for larger surface tension values, the crater closes much faster. A few sudden changes in
the path can be observed. These changes correspond to instants when the capillary waves caused very
fast modification in the crater evolution. In fact, once the crater reaches its maximum depth and width,
its starts receding, and the surface tension reduces the interface area. This causes the closure of the
crater and perturbations of the interface that propagate as waves along the crater interface, resulting in
peculiar shapes (e.g., see the time instants between τ = 10 ms and τ = 16 ms in Figure 3) and seemingly
irregular trends in the charts. In particular, the changes in the maximum crater depth evidence the
instants when different crater regions become deepest.
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3.4. Sensitivity Analysis on Drop Spacing
The second parameter that was varied is the distance between the drop centers. This distance was
changed in the range of 2.58 to 6.58 mm by modifying the reference drop distance (L0 = 4.58
mm) of ±1 and ±2 mm. This resulted in a series of dimensionless drop distances equal to
L/D = 1.127 ÷ 2.873, L/L0 =0.345 ÷ 1.437. Figure 10 shows the results in terms of zmax (a) and zuip (b),
including also single drop impacts for comparison. Here, too, the sudden changes in the paths are
evident. Paths are consistent between the different cases, with a progressive shift of the instants at
which the crater’s main parameters change their trends due to the combined actions of inertia and
capillarity. As expected, when the drop distance is large, the crater tends to behave as in a single
drop impact. On the other hand, reduction of the interspace causes the deformation of the craters,
which interact with each other first indirectly and then directly merge, affecting more and more the
crater dimensions. A peculiar result is that for drops nearly touching each other, the time at which the
maximum value of zmax is reached tends to the value for a single drop with double the volume and
mass (as the density is not changed), but the maximum value of zmax dl is much larger than that in the
corresponding single drop case. Thus, it can be concluded that direct interaction (merging) between
the craters enhances crater penetration even more than a simple summation of inertial contributions
would predict.
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3.5. Three-Dimensional Visualization
Unlike the experiments, where a single side or top view of the drop impacts can be observed, from
the numerical simulations, a fully 3D description of the phenomenon can be obtained. First, the air–water
interface can be extracted and visualized. Figure 11 shows a rendering of the crater evolution at
different time instants—for case B (w = 1.4 m/s), simulated with 12.35 Mcell. For a more intuitive
visualization, the simulated domain was mirrored once to reconstruct half of the real domain. It can be
noticed how not only the major features, but also the details (including the neck and the surface and
capillary waves) are very well captured.
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3.6. I pact of Three and Four Synchronized rops.
Finally, si ulations of multiple drop impacts were tested in all cases for impact velocity w = 1.4 m/s.
For these cases, no corresponding experimental tests were performed. Three drops in a single row,
aligned along the x-axis, and four drops, two aligned along x and two along z, were tested. Four cases
were simulated—one with a drop interspace L equal to L0 for both three- and four-drop cases,
a three-drop case with a drop interspace equal to 0.75 L0, and a four-drop case with a drop interspace
of 1.5 L0. Figure 12 shows some rendered frames of the crater’s evolution for three of these simulated
cases. It can be observed how for the three-drop case with L = L0 the craters do not merge, while for
the other cases they do, resulting in a different evolution and a maximum crater depth that becomes
much larger, as reported in Figure 13. In these cases, too, the interactio between the craters appears
to have a significant effect on the maximum depth. Further studies will be needed to verify how
multiple drop interactions would affect the crater depth when there is no “free space” left for expansion.
On the other hand, each crater finds its way blocked by other interfaces in all directions. In this case,
the crater depths might be reduced. Further studies will also be needed to investigate the effect of
non-synchro ous impacts.
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i act cases (three drops, tdi, and four-drops, qdi) having w = 1.4 m/s and different inter-drop spacing.
Results for single drop impacts for drops having the same volu e (sdi) and two times the volume
(sdi2V) are also added for comparison.
4. Conclusions
Numerical simulations of double and multiple synchronised drop impacts were performed using
the interFoam solver of the OpenFOAM® open-source CFD package. Results for double drop impacts
were validated against experimental data acquired by high-speed imaging. Crater shape and depth and
vortex generation were compared between the simulation and experiments for double drop impacts,
and a good agreement was found, particularly in the inertial phase (leading to the maximum crater
penetration depth). Simulations were then performed to investigate energy conversion during the
crater evolution, the effect of varying surface tension, and drop interspace and multiple drop impacts.
The main findings are:
• Energy conversion between the kinetic and surface energies during double drop impacts shows a
consistent behaviour very similar to that of single drop impacts, thus evidencing that it is not
significantly influenced by the crater shape;
• Both the surface tension and the interspace have a very significant influence on the crater shape
and depth. Concerning the surface tension, in real applications water is easily conta inated.
This aspect must be kept in mind when using laboratory results obtained with distilled water.
Concerning the drop interspace, obviously the more the drops are spaced, the more similar the
crater evolution is to a single-drop impact case. More interestingly, when the drop interspace is
large enough to avoid crater merging, the maximum depth reached by the crater is only slightly
affected by the presence of other drops (even if the crater shape is heavily affected by the indirect
(mediated by the liquid) interaction. Contrarily, when the craters merge, the maximum depth is
heavily affected, with an increase that may reach more than the value corresponding to the impact
of a single drop, with double the volume and mass.
su mary, direct extension of results from the s udy of single drop impacts to the case of multiple
i pacts with many unevenly spaced drops nd non-simultane us contact time (much more common
in applications), appears not to be straightforward; on the contrary, neglecting mutual interactions can
be q ite misleading. It seems, therefore, ma datory to perform further studies including both more
drops and different drop int ractions (delayed impacts, different drop interspaces, etc.) to cast further
light on these aspects. This would lead to the possibility of developing new models and correla ions
for multiple drop impacts, which re more reliable for use in all the applications fields where th
phenomenon s of importance.
t i t r ac ay also be needed:
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• Retarded coalescence or other related models should be added, to be able to manage situations in
which interfaces are very near without need of extremely fine meshes. Otherwise, a much faster
self-adaptive remeshing should be implemented;
• Hybrid methods, e.g., a combined VOF-Level Set, could be used to better manage the interface
curvature and, consequently, reduce spurious velocities.
In addition, comparison with other methods (e.g., diffuse interface methods) could be interesting.
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